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If we hold on together,
Don't lose your way with
Souls in the wind must

Hold together.
Don't lose your way with
Souls in the wind must

each passing day,
learn how to bend,
You've come so far,
don't throw it away.

Live believing
Valley, mountain,
dreams are for weaving,
worries are waiting to
wash our tears all a-
way.

Live believing
Valley, mountain,
dreams are for weaving,
worries are waiting to
wash our tears all a-
way, a way.
Live believing dreams are for weaving, worries are
end, the end. Valley, mountain, there is a fountain, wash our
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Hold please let us come home to your heart.
If we hold on together, our dreams will never die.

Hold please let us come home to your heart.
If we hold on together, our dreams will never die.

Hold please let us come home to your heart.
If we hold on together, our dreams will never die.
Dreams see us through to forever where clouds roll
die. Dreams for ev——er where clouds roll
dreams will nev——er die. Dreams see us for ev——ver were clouds roll

by, clouds roll by for you and
I. Souls in,

I. When we are out there in the dark we’ll

I. When we are out, when we are out there in the dark
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dream about the sun.
In the dark we'll dream about the sun.
In the dark we'll dream about the sun. In the dark we'll dream about the sun.

feel the light, warm our hearts everybody.
feel the light, warm our hearts everybody.
feel the light, warm our hearts everybody.
we'll feel the light, in the light, warm our hearts everybody.

If we hold on together, everybody.
If we hold on together, everybody.
If we hold on together, everybody.
If we hold on together, everybody.

I know our dreams will never die.

Dreams see us through to for

know our dreams will never die.

Dreams for

on togeth-er our dreams will never dreams will never die. Dreams

ever as high as souls can fly, the clouds roll by for you and

see us for ever as high as souls can fly, the clouds roll by for you and

I, you and I, and

I, the clouds roll by for you I, and

I, the clouds roll by for you and I
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